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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 
SmartCash is a project born out of the desire to create a viable, fungible, fast, merchant-
oriented, user friendly and community driven cryptocurrency with a decentralized 
governance system. We aim to create the most nimble and fast growing cryptocurrency by 
aggressively prioritizing block rewards to growing our community, hiring developers, gaining 
merchant acceptance and via grassroots community outreach efforts and established 
marketing methods. 
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STRUCTURE 
 
SmartCash belongs to the people, as every crypto currency should. We believe ‘Core’ 
teams are a bad idea and something that ultimately leads to inefficiency and 
corruption. We want to move past it and create a decentralized organizational model 
inspired by ant and bee colonies.  
 
In order to create and maintain a decentralized governance structure, we are 
introducing two concepts SmartHive and Hive Structuring Teams (HST). SmartHive 
enables anyone that holds coins to vote on proposals submitted by the community. 
SmartHive will be the lifeblood of the project, which will allow anyone to get involved 
and submit proposals, helping to generate organic growth at a grassroots level, 
creating a bottom-up management structure. 
 
HIVE STRUCTURING TEAMS 
 
The Hive Structuring Teams (HST) will lay the groundwork for the project and set the 
framework for the project’s evolution. Initially, the Hive Structuring Teams will 
operate three separate departments in charge of vital project areas, such as 
development, outreach and support. Each of these three departments will end up 
employing people. As teams grow larger, bigger than eight members, more teams will 
be created, each with its own budget and team coordinator, operating autonomously 
without a central command and control structure in place. 
 
The Hive Structuring Teams will consist of people directly involved in the project on a 
day to day basis, while the overall SmartHive will aim to enroll and engage community 
members and other 3rd parties interested in growing SmartCash into a global world-
wide currency. 
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FEATURES 
 
SMARTVOTING 
 
All Smartcash users deserve a voice, from day #1. That is why Smartcash is pioneering 
in the crypto-governance space and was built around Smarthive, the platform that 
lets all users vote on the direction of the project. More information will be released 
soon describing this platform in depth. 
 
Basically, each SmartCash Token is worth 1 vote, to keep it simple. 
 
SMARTREWARDS 
 
SmartRewards are a price stabilization mechanism and a way to encourage long term 
holding. Long term holders are key to the project’s success since the SmartHive 
treasury needs SmartCash to appreciate in value in order to fund meaningful 3rd 
party proposals and help grow SmartCash into a successful global crypto-currency. 
Each wallet address holding at least 1000 SmartCash will get paid every month after 
an initial 30 day period of holding; from the SmartReward block reward allocation of 
15%. These payments will occur on the 25th of each month. These numbers may 
change when SmartNodes launch as well. 
 
RENEW 
 
In order to achieve our end goal as a fungible and widely adopted currency, the 
Zerocoin implementation is the foundation best suited for reaching these goals. It 
provides users to create new coins via the Renew feature in exchange for older 
coins.  These new coins have no history but are still viewable on a public ledger where 
all transactions can be displayed easily for all to see, which is key when implementing 
with merchant systems. This solution disables tracking from services like Coinfirm, 
and is faster than Coinjoin based mixing.   
 
INSTANTPAY 
 
InstantPay is going to be a key feature that allows instant point-of-sale in-store and 
online purchases. People should be able to use cryptocurrency as means to pay for 
their daily needs. InstantPay makes that a reality and allows for transactions to 
happen instantly. InstantPay expected to launch late 2017. 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 
 
There are many exciting new developments in SmartCash. Each month, we will provide 
you, the people, with news regarding our hive progress. 
 
SMARTREWARDS 
 
Third SmartReward Distribution [~35.3 Million Distributed] 
 
For details in the distributed rewards, please view accompanying file. 
 
HIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 
Outreach 
 
Introductory Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxc1gZVEoLU 
 

The best way to learn about SmartCash is with our public available video. We 
have created an easy to understand video explaining to the community what 
SmartCash is all about. Why read when you can watch? 

 
HitBTC - https://hitbtc.com/ 
 

SmartCash is now listed in HitBTC, a popular, high volume exchange that had 
been in operation since 2013. There are 3 pairs (BTC/SMART, ETH/SMART, 
USD/SMRT) which would allow the community to buy and trade SMART easily. 
 

What-to-mine - https://whattomine.com/coins/197-smart-keccak 
 

As a miner, sometimes it is difficult to find out what to mine. Our popularity had 
earned us a calculator in whattomine.com, so miners can easily determine and 
calculate their mining rewards from a 3rd party website. 

 
Primera Conferencia SmartCash Venezuela - https://t.co/hbln9aSD1K 
 

Would you like to experience a SmartCash conference yourself? If you are a 
Spanish speaking member – even if you are not, come check out the video at one 
of our events which gives an in-depth look at SmartCash and what it is all about. 
It will almost feel like you are there! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxc1gZVEoLU
https://hitbtc.com/
https://whattomine.com/coins/197-smart-keccak
https://t.co/hbln9aSD1K
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
HIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS – (Continued) 
 
Development 
 
Block Rewards 
 

At Block 143,500, the block reward had been changed to the following: 
 
BlockReward = 5000 x (143,500 / BlockHeight) [Max 5000] 

 
SmartRewards Status – http://smartcashrewards.com 
 

We understand the excitement that SmartRewards have generated and we 
would like to present the community with a look at the estimated reward an 
address would receive during each cycle. The page is auto-updating and will 
change based upon eligible addresses.  

 
SmartRewards Calculator - https://smartcash.cc/what-are-smartrewards/ 
 

Not only do we have the status page up, we have also created an easy-to-use, 
web-based calculator for the community. Anyone may access it at any time and 
get a “most up-to-date” estimate based upon the next cycle.  

 
Wallet 0.8.7.10 - https://smartcash.cc/wallets/ 
 

In order to maintain optimized performance as well as seamless operation as 
we approach the Block Rewards change, an update was released.  

 
Wallet 0.8.7.13 - https://smartcash.cc/wallets/ 
 

A duplicate block was mined by both the US and EU pool. Unfortunately, this 
occurred right before the SmartReward pay out. The network worked as 
intended and only allow the “earlier” block in the chain to continue, halting the 
other. However, it does mean that part of the network will have to “re-sync”. Our 
Development team worked tirelessly and a hot-fix was released within 24 hours 
of that occurrence and released to the nodes as well as exchanges. An end-user 
version was released a couple of days after and are available to the community.  

 

http://smartcashrewards.com/
https://smartcash.cc/what-are-smartrewards/
https://smartcash.cc/wallets/
https://smartcash.cc/wallets/
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
HIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS – (Continued) 
 
Support 
 
Web Translations - https://smartcash.cc 
 

We are a project dedicated to the future of crypto-currency. Our goal is to not 
only create the best community, but also allow any part of the community to 
access it freely, and removing any language barrier which may exist. For this 
month, we have translated our website to Spanish, Dutch, as well as German.  

 
Web Wallet - https://wallet.smartcash.cc 
 

Out web-wallet is out and ready for mainstream use! The wallet allows users to 
quickly create a secure wallet that can both receive, and send SmartCash. Special 
features include the ability to “lock” an address for SmartRewards (so you don’t 
accidentally spend them), as well as keeping an “up-to-date” view of current FIAT 
value.  

 

https://smartcash.cc/
https://wallet.smartcash.cc/
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY 
 
While there are a lot of exciting development that happens daily, we have included a 
few below on those that we found interesting: 
 
Slack Growth 
 

  
As our community and user-base grows, a great determining factor on the 
growth is based upon peer-to-peer communication. Slack is our main form of 
communication with the community (though it is just one of the many) and this 
is what slack had to say about us: 
 

Your members sent a total of 75,006 messages last week (that's 30,629 more 

than the week before). Of those, 21% were in public channels and 79% were 

direct messages. Your members also uploaded 382 files (that's 190 more than 

the week before). 

In total there are 1,229 people in your workspace (up 413 from last week) 

(that's not including 140 deactivated accounts). 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY – (Continued) 
 
SmartDance 
 

 
 

What better way is there to be excited about SmartCash? 
By dancing, of course! 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY – (Continued) 
 
MonkeyCoin 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY – (Continued) 
 
Venezuela 

 
We are making great progress in our Venezuela Community Project. While there 
are many items to highlight, we have selected a few notable items. 
 

  
We worked together with RedCross in one of our community events in 
Venezuela. (We also gave them an air-conditoner) 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY – (Continued) 
 
Venezuela – (Continued) 

 

  
This is just one picture of the many food distribution events we ran in Venezuela. 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS – (Continued) 
 
COMMUNITY – (Continued) 
 
Venezuela – (Continued) 

 

  
We have also invited the community to join in on our conferences, which gives 
an introduction to Venezuelans to a decentralized, fast, and secure digital 
currency. 
 
For more information, please visit: 
 
https://www.instagram.com/smartcashve/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3XsSBPJbsnzwsoKD2GpJJQ 
 
https://forum.smartcash.cc/t/smartcash-venezuela-project-updates/ 
 
https://noticias.bitcoin.com/startups/smartcashla-nueva-alternativa-en-el-
mundo-de-las-criptomonedas/ 
 

https://www.instagram.com/smartcashve/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3XsSBPJbsnzwsoKD2GpJJQ
https://forum.smartcash.cc/t/smartcash-venezuela-project-updates/
https://noticias.bitcoin.com/startups/smartcashla-nueva-alternativa-en-el-mundo-de-las-criptomonedas/
https://noticias.bitcoin.com/startups/smartcashla-nueva-alternativa-en-el-mundo-de-las-criptomonedas/
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 Block 

165,000

Block Rewards Σ 149,895,292            Σ 21,413,613              Σ 21,413,613              Σ 21,413,613              Σ 40,150,525              Σ 254,286,656            

TOTAL TRANSFER IN 149,895,292            21,413,613              21,413,613              21,413,613              40,150,525              254,286,656            

Contributors & Consultants -                               7,603,403                8,353,403                9,103,403                -                               25,060,209              

Contracts & Agreements (Note A) 100,000                   -                               -                               -                               35,299,585              35,399,585              

Advertising -                               -                               350,000                   -                               -                               350,000                   

Dues, Memberships, and Fees -                               -                               35,546                     84,705                     -                               120,251                   

Events (Note B) -                               -                               175,055                   -                               -                               175,055                   

Exchange Integrations (Note C) -                               -                               3,344,483                694,444                   -                               4,038,927                

Sponsorships (Note D) -                               -                               90,054                     -                               -                               90,054                     

Translations (Note E) -                               -                               23,392                     -                               -                               23,392                     

VIP Campaign Program -                               -                               150,000                   -                               -                               150,000                   

TOTAL TRANSFER OUT 100,000                   7,603,403                12,521,933              9,882,552                35,299,585              65,407,473              

149,795,292            13,810,210              8,891,680                11,531,061              4,850,940                188,879,183            

CHANGES TO TRANSFER BALANCE

Transfer (to) / from Reserve -                               -                               (1,486,435)               (124,401)                  -                               (1,610,836)               

304,799,788            29,097,442              19,190,965              24,943,667              4,990,324                256,728,140            

Σ 454,595,080            Σ 42,907,652              Σ 26,596,210              Σ 36,350,327              Σ 9,841,264                Σ 443,996,487            

TRANSFER BALANCE, block 70,001

TRANSFER BALANCE, block 165,000

TRANSFER OUT

CHANGE IN TRANSFER BALANCE

TRANSFER IN

SMARTCASH
STATEMENT OF TRANSFER - Σ ACTIVITY

BLOCK 110,001 - 165,000

 Community Projects 

 Community 

Treasury  Development Hive  Outreach Hive  Support Hive  Smart Rewards 
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NOTES TO STATEMENT OF TRANSFER 
 
Note A – Contracts & Agreements 
 
A passed proposal was paid partially, with the remaining due upon completion. A total 
of 35,299,585 were distributed to 935 eligible SMART addresses during SmartReward 
cycle.  
 
Note B – Events 
 
Part of our outreach are attending blockchain events as well as representing SmartCash 
to the greater crypto-community. While many of these events are a form of 
advertisement, events related to these items are tracked together. A total of 175,055 
SMART were transferred out to attendees for events as follows: 
 
 United Nations Humanitarian BlockChain ............................................................... Σ 109.409 
 Ethereal Summit .................................................................................................................... Σ 65.646 
 
Note C – Exchange Integrations 
 
In order to reach a wider audience, Outreach Hive have transferred 3,344,483 for fees 
related to being listed in MonkeyCoin as well as HitBTC. 
 
Note D – Sponsorships 
 
SMART were transferred to become a Gold Sponsor in Anarchapulco 2018. This allows 
us access to all Anarchapulco materials including website, signage, videos, sponsor 
table, as well as attendee email list. 
 
Note E – Translations 
 
SMART were transferred to a 3rd party for professional voice-over in SmartCash related 
media. 


